
HMDT is one of the very few idealistic,

altruistic organisations . . . which advocates

the use of music in human development . . .

genuine heroes.

THE TIMES

HMDT . . . is deservedly touted as one of the

country’s exemplary arts education outfits.

OPERA MAGAZINE

THERE ARE TWO
PROGRAMMES 
ICS! Junior (for ages 7 - 11)

and ICS! Senior (for ages 12 - 16)

each offering:

Vocal training introduces

students to the joy of performing

and expressing their emotions

through song, focusing on

developing singing skills in a

healthy way, breathing, posture,

intonation, timbre and learning to

sing as part of a large group of

performers. Students work with a

variety of musical genres with a

focus on musical theatre and

dramatic singing.

Musicianship develops musical

literacy and understanding through

students’ very own musical

instrument – their voice. They

develop their understanding of

pitch, rhythm, dynamics and tempo

though interactive vocal and

physical exercises. Advanced

students will develop listening skills

and sight-singing and learn how

these have a practical application

in their performances.

Dance training teaches students

dance steps and routines based on

a fusion of the dance styles that

make up theatre dance

performance, whilst encouraging

them to be active and healthy.

They also learn how to use

movement to express emotion

and action as part of musical

performance.

Performance Workshops
with guest artists help to build

skills in music theatre so as to

convey the emotional power of

music and movement on stage.

Students will learn a range of

performance skills from how to

use characterisation in musical

scenes to learning theatrical stunts.

Performances give everyone

the opportunity to showcase

musical theatre repertoire, take to

the stage in HMDT commissions,

or work with writers and

composers to create new work.

I CAN SING! (ICS!) is

HMDT’s Performing Arts

School which offers students

ages 7 - 16 an opportunity to

experience the excitement of

musical theatre training and

performance. During ICS!

students train in a variety of

stage disciplines to become

musical performers.They meet

new friends and together with

leading professional artists 

gain the skills and confidence

necessary to perform to a 

high level.

I CAN SING! runs weekly

throughout the academic year,

welcoming students of all

abilities.There is no audition

process, and ICS! offers all

students opportunities to

work with some of the

country’s leading artists.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
AND AN APPLICATION PACK
CALL 020 8820 7410 OR VISIT

www.hmdt.org.uk



For more information and an application pack
call HMDT, visit www.hmdt.org.uk
or email us at icansing@hmdt.org.uk

HMDT, a non-profit charity, offers a wealth of
musical experiences to children, without the
high fees charged by similar competitive
programmes. Our commitment to high quality
projects which are accessible to all, ensures that
ICS! offers excellent value for money.

I CAN SING! is a not-for-profit project delivered by HMDT.

Charity No. 1050520.

TECHNOLOGY LEARNING CENTRE
1 READING LANE
LONDON E8 1GQ

Tel: 020 8820 7410
Fax: 020 8820 7118

info@hmdt.org.uk
www.hmdt.org.uk

Photos: Clive Barda

Hackney Music Development Trust (HMDT), twice winner
of the prestigious Royal Philharmonic Society Award for
Education is a leader in developing inspiring arts projects,
which support other areas of learning.Working with world
class artists and leading experts, HMDT increases access
to high quality musical experiences by commissioning new
performance works.

DON’T DREAM ABOUT THE STAGE . . . BE ON IT!
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